SMS Content for #TakeResponsibility Campaign (MTN and Airtel)

1. Returning travellers to Nigeria who experience coronavirus symptoms: fever, cough & difficulty breathing should please call NCDC immediately at 080097000010 (159 characters)

People wey just return from abroad and de get coronavirus symptoms wey be fever, cough and difficult to breath. Mek dem gringri NCDC sharpaly on 0800 9700 0010

2. Returning travellers to Nigeria: stay home & avoid contact with people including family for 14 days. For NCDC self-isolation guide visit covid19.ncdc.gov.ng (159 characters)

You just de return from abroad? Sidon for house on ya own no gum body with ya family and other people for 14 days. To sabi how NCDC say you fit stay on your own. visit covid19.ncdc.gov.ng

3. If you have come in contact with a confirmed coronavirus case & experience fever, cough or difficulty breathing please call NCDC immediately at 080097000010 (159 characters)

If you don come in contact with person wey get coronavirus and you come de get fever, cough and to breathe de hard you abeg gringri NCDC sharpaly for 0800 9700 0010

4. Take Responsibility! Wash your hands frequently with soap under running water. Avoid touching your face & high-contact surfaces to prevent coronavirus spread (160 characters)

Take Responsibility! De wash your hands every time with soap and water wey de flow. No de touch touch ya face and everywhere you see to avoid coronavirus

5. Take Responsibility! Prevent coronavirus by cleaning all surfaces frequently. High-contact surfaces include door handles, stair rails and tables (148 characters)

Take Responsibility! Make you de clean everywhere every time to avoid coronavirus. Especially places like your door handle, hand rails for staircase and including tables

6. Take Responsibility! Avoid gatherings & physical contact. Practice social distancing by leaving 2 metres distance from others to prevent coronavirus spread (158 characters)
Take Responsibility! Avoid gathering wey plenty people dey, nor de touch touch people anyhow. Practice physical distancing to avoid the spread of corona virus mek 2 metres dey separate you with another person

7. Take Responsibility! Stop the spread of fake news. For verified information and regular updates visit covid19.ncdc.gov.ng or @NCDCgov on Facebook and Twitter (160 characters)

Take Responsibility! Nor de spread fake news. To get correct information plus regular update visit @NCDCgov for on top Facebook and Twitter

8. What are you doing to prevent coronavirus spread in Nigeria? Share on Facebook and Twitter to join the campaign using the hashtag (152 characters)

Wetin you de do to stop spread of coronavirus for Naija? Share am for facebook and Twitter. To join de campaign use #TakeResponsibility